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EVENT SPACE

BECAME A REALITY.
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THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING.

[2,400,000 sq. feet of event space]

YOUR DREAM

JUST

Event Anywhere.

HIGH-END EUROPEAN DESIGN
Air. You feel it, you smell it, you breathe it. But what if you use it to design things? We’re Blofield, the world’s first
brand focusing on air design, creating objects filled with air.
The Big Blo collection consist of air-filled sofas and armchairs , inspired by the authentic Chesterfield.
The DoNuts, our second collection, is a surprising table-seating combination. DoNuts’ inflatable seating part looks
like a huge, crazy doughnut with a 1.9m diameter, allowing at least 6 persons to join the table for food and drinks.

Designer: Dirk Wynants

Designer: Jeroen van de Kant

DURABLE. VERSATILE.
This isn’t ordinary blow-up furniture. Blofield creates solid, high-style, eye-catching, award-winning collections with
next-level engineering, using durable weatherproof (easy to clean) materials that can handle sand, snow and most any
environment, combining a high degree of quality and comfort with mobility and fun!
DoNuts Blue

DoNuts Red

EVENT ANYWHERE
No limitations - expanded possibilities: Blofield Air Design turns your event location into a mind-blowing dream space,
Big Blo 1 Red

Big Blo 2 Black

Very Big Blo Stone White

The Big Blo 1-seater, Big Blo 2-seater and the Very Big Blo are all available in the colors Red, Black and Stone White.

both indoor and outdoor. Within minutes the furniture is inflated with an electric pump, ready to deliver the wow-factor.
The (deflated) products can be easily stored and transported. Now you can plan your events in places you couldn’t
before; no need to worry about stairs, elevators or 12-story walkups . Where will you take Blofield?

100% CUSTOMIZABLE
• Tube cover: in any fabric, pattern and color (UV proof)
• Table: in any RAL color

CORPORATE BRANDING
• Tube cover: full color logo embroidery
• Tabletop: full color logo patch (non-skid)

DoNuts Orange

DoNuts Black

YOUR DREAM EVENT SPACE

JUST BECAME A REALITY.

